IDEA WALL & IDEA BOARD

bene
IDEA WALL & SUITE BY HOYLU.

A multimedia-based innovation screen that supports a completely new approach to team work. Consisting of Bene wall products combined with the smart "Suite" technology package by Hoylu, the IDEA WALL is the centre-piece of innovation rooms. An inspirational environment that supports different stages of team work arises from the combination of the IDEA WALL with other Bene product groups such as TIMBA, PARCS and PIXEL. A surrounding that inspires and supports the various stages of ideation, allows dynamics and accompanies the innovation process digitally. A tailor-made room concept for co-creation. It is ideal for workshops, brainstorming sessions, project meetings, technical coordination and flashes of inspiration. Professionalised, interactive, intuitive.
Up to seven people can simultaneously write, illustrate and navigate on the IDEA WALL. Whether applied by analogue or digital pen, their handwritten notes are immediately visualised on the wall. The resulting ideas are saved continuously and can be picked up and processed at any time. That is the principle of intuition and simplicity.

It's multimedia, mobile, and space-saving: Bene's IDEA BOARD combines the technology of "Suite by Hoylu" with a touch screen fixed to the FRAME_S board.

Ideas, inspirations, sketches: everything can be noted down, edited and presented either on paper or directly on the IDEA WALL.

Diverse seating and standing areas promote interactive teamwork. The atmosphere is more like that of a living room than that of an office, meaning the feel-good factor is guaranteed.

The IDEA WALL offers unlimited space for illustration, planning and presentation. The whole wall turns into an interactive, creative space.
IDEA BOARD. 192 cm
IDEA WALL ON NOOXS. 440 cm
Bene NOOXS wall system

Ultra wide angle projectors
projection screen per projector
H 200 x W 112.5 cm / 90"

IDEA WALL projection surface
Digital pen (max. 7)
Paper block
Digital palette

PC (Win7/Win8/Win10)
Bluetooth Receiver

SUITE BY HOYLU.

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS.

Hoyle Flow
Clear and quick — the ideal tool for brainstorming and decision-making processes. The content is structured by digital Post-its with automatic zoom.

Hoyle Sketch
Sketches and notes are visualised in detail, resulting in accurate, vector-based data. The integration of images increases the range of possible uses and improves aesthetics.

Hoyle Paper
Notes, handwritten on the IDEA WALL notepad, are visualised in real-time. Whether you have minutes from a meeting or offline sketches, now everyone is immediately involved.

Hoyle Capture
Displays content from laptops or other mobile devices.